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1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. I love this bookBy MabThis
book has a lot of information that has been helpful about dating and getting out
there. It is also good for a laugh, well I thought was funny I can't say it will
make everyone laugh.5 of 6 people found the following review helpful. Sound
advice with a humorous touchBy BoccaccioThis book was fun and full of good
common sense--wise suggestions with a deft, intelligent, humorous touch. Lots
of information, too, that I found very interesting, about the history of dating-and the latest trends (silent dating, speed dating, etc.). I like the fact that the
advice in the book can be utilized by anyone who wants to date--that it's not
gender specific, or specific to sexual preference.An enjoyable read, with advice
that really could make a difference in a person's dating life, if read carefully
and taken to heart!0 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Bad choice
of words - just not even funnyBy Louise G. PearlThe out of place, unnecessary,
bad humor choice of vocabulary. The author has a need to perform in The
Comedy Stop" nightclub where the constant barrage of vulgarity will be
appreciated.
Taking up where Emily Post and Miss Manners left off, Diane Mapes counsels
the dating-distressed on todayrsquo;s new rules of courtship. This smart, savvy
etiquette guide addresses both nuts-and-bolts questions (Who asks? Who pays?
Who makes the first call? Who brings out the condoms?) as well as the more
puzzling aspects of modern romance (Do I really need to tell my new girlfriend
that I had her investigated?). Advice, behavioral examples, and dating horror
stories are gleaned from a number o ...
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